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Abstract: In the past decade, pervasive environments have progressed from promising research concepts
to available products present in our everyday lives. By connecting multiple smart objects, device
ensembles can be formed to assist users in performing tasks. Furthermore, smart objects can be used to
control applications, that, in turn, can be used to control other smart objects. As manual configuration is
often time-consuming, an automatic connection of the components may present a useful tool, which
should take various aspects into account. While dynamically connecting these components allows for
solutions tailored to the needs and respective tasks of a user, it obfuscates the handling and ultimately
may decrease usability. Self-descriptions have been proposed to overcome this issue for ensembles of
smart objects. For a more extensive approach, descriptions of applications in pervasive environments
need to be addressed as well. Based on previous research in the context of self-explainability of smart
objects, we propose a description language as well as a framework to support self-explaining ambient
applications (applications that are used within smart environments). The framework can be used
to manually or automatically connect smart objects as well as ambient applications and to realize
self-explainability for these interconnected device and application ensembles.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the vision of pervasive computing has been put to practice so that pervasive
environments are increasingly enriching our everyday lives. While the smart home is
arguably the most prominent and well-received representative of these environments, other
smart spaces are advancing fast. In the near future, smart environments will likely assist
people in various places, ranging from smart offices to smart hospitals.
Smart environments are characterized by a number of interconnected devices that
can be used to extend the abilities of their users and support them in their every day lives.
Dynamically configuring the input and output capabilities of smart devices potentially
allows for a needs-based provision of interaction techniques tailored to the abilities and
preferences of the users. Hence, we propose to decouple input and output of smart devices
and to dynamically connect them for specific situations.
Further, decoupling interaction in ambient space from device and application logic
has previously been proposed as a way to honor the high level of user mobility, diversity,
heterogeneity of context, and changing resources [1], allowing for an even higher level of
adaptivity with respect to user abilities and application context. For example, allowing
users to bring their own devices or choose out of a list of possible devices in order to
connect to other devices and applications in the smart environment can further increase
usability and reduce barriers for some users.
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However, challenges arise from the heterogeneity of the involved technology, particularly
regarding the functionality, and the concept of distributed and connected devices. Manually
connecting a multitude of components causes a high configuration effort for the users or
providers of such systems, which is exacerbated when decoupling interaction and providing
individualized setups. However, following the organic computing paradigm [2], an adaptive
connection of ensembles may present a viable approach to reduce this effort. When doing so,
while user specifications are vital to keep the user in the loop [3], they sometimes have to be
supplemented by expert specifications (particularly regarding safety issues or specific domain
knowledge), which can be challenging, especially in adaptive systems.
There are further challenges in realizing the mentioned benefits of decoupling interaction, as not only can the vast interaction possibilities of dynamically connected devices and
applications overwhelm users, but the trend towards embedded and increasingly invisible
devices even obfuscates their manner of usage altogether (this problem is known as the
invisibility dilemma [4]).
While natural interaction techniques were proposed to address these issues, it is
argued that Natural User Interfaces are, in fact, not natural [5], for they rely on actions a
person would unlikely perform during natural human communication. Instead, the user
has to be instructed first, which becomes even more relevant due to the lack of standards
considering interaction in smart environments. Towards this end, the automatic generation
and provision of instructions may help users to learn how to interact with even complex
and dynamic pervasive environments. Research in the field of human–computer interaction
underlines the relevance of explanations for the understanding of (and trust in) interactive
systems [6–8]. Previous research also points out the relevance of self-explainability as a
general feature for next generation digital systems [9] and the need for self-explainability
capabilities of intelligent environments [10].
Understandability and (self-)explainability of software systems has been a research
topic in different domains, each from its own perspective. For instance, understandability of
software systems, their components, and respective (intended) behaviour, with a particular
focus on a high-level structural view, plays an important role in software development and
maintenance [11,12]. Recently, user interfaces in edge computing-based Internet-of-Things
environments have also begun to be taken into account [13]. Other research communities
focus on explaining AI decisions (explainable AI) [14–16] or on explaining the system
behaviour of self-adaptive systems—some also focusing on smart spaces (cf. Section 3).
However, only limited work focuses on explaining interaction options to the users in
dynamically composed smart environments.
In our previous work [17–19], we addressed self-explainability and presented a system,
called Ambient Reflection, that forms ensembles of smart devices based upon their selfdescriptions. We also discussed the need, as well as the related work, for strictly structured
self-descriptions of smart devices and introduced the Smart Object Description Language
(SODL) to describe capabilities of smart objects [20]. Ambient Reflection directly connects
certain input and output capabilities of devices deemed compatible and suitable for the
context and the user. As a result, connections are self-organized by the system following the
plug-and-play paradigm. Based upon the self-descriptions of the involved devices and the
formed connections, Ambient Reflection then generates manuals and tutorials on-the-fly,
directly describing every individual realized combination of input from the user and its
immediate expected effect.
While this approach is arguably highly adequate for many scenarios, there are some
shortcomings. As Ambient Reflection was fundamentally aimed at smart devices with
relatively fixed functionality, adding new functionality typically results in modifying or
creating new devices in order to do so, even though it could have been realized more practically via an external software component using existing devices. For example, applications
can be flexibly developed independently from hardware issues and specific interaction
devices. In a concrete scenario, the application can be dynamically coupled with suitable
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interaction devices. We henceforth refer to such software components, interacting with
smart objects in smart environments, as ambient applications.
A further shortcoming of our previous approach becomes prominent when automatically connecting smart objects. Tackling what we termed the smart object matching
problem, we realized an algorithm to match devices based on their self-description which
focuses on maximizing the number of connections [21]. However, we have found it to
be inadequate in scenarios where other aspects are more relevant. Therefore, we present
and approach the more general ensembling problem, whose ensembles can also include
ambient applications (see Section 5).
Thus, in this paper, we present an extended version of Ambient Reflection, still automatically connecting decoupled input and output (hardware) devices and still generating
user manuals and tutorials for their usage on-the-fly, but now focusing on further aspects
when selecting connections and also including ambient applications. Notably, the system
serves as a proof of concept that supports the implementation of ambient applications that
are able to explain their controls and the provided outputs.
We thereby address the following research questions:
1.
2.
3.

How can explainability capabilities concerning the interaction be added to systems
that are not self-explainable by design?
How can ensembles be put together, and in which scenarios are automatically connected ensembles suitable?
Can an algorithm be formulated that determines an acceptable solution for connecting
(any set of) components in an acceptable amount of time?
Note that this paper is an extended version of our paper published in PETRA 2021 [22].

2. Exemplary Scenario
The following scenario outlines the benefit of dynamically coupled and self-explaining
ensembles of smart objects and ambient applications.
Suppose an ambient application shall be used as a tool for an augmentative and
alternative communication (AAC) in a care setting where the user resides more or less
stationary in a pervasive environment, such as in an Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
setting or in stationary or hospital care as, for instance, it is planned in the research project
ACTIVATE [23]. Modern high-tech AAC aids are often realized using hierarchical menus
and a touch user interface. To increase accessibility, such a tool can be realized using an
application that is controlled by a list of input devices which are selected according to the
needs, abilities, and preferences of the respective user. When input and application control
is decoupled, a dynamic use of different input devices can be realized based on formalized
interfaces.
While suitable devices may be selected by the nursing staff, an automatic selection
based on different domain- and user-specific criteria may be preferable.
Decoupling devices and application means that the control of the system must be
explained to each user accordingly. In addition, new instruction becomes necessary if
another device is to be used. Hence, it makes sense to generate and deliver instructions
automatically so that the user is informed about the control. This requires a self-describing
capability of the components involved, i.e., the devices, but also the application.
Modern AAC aids include communication boards, but also provide many other
features, such as controlling nearby devices, for instance. A more sophisticated assistant
can be realized by using an ambient application that enables users to control the ambiance
using smart objects. In that case, the control of the smart objects also remains unclear to the
users, and they should be instructed accordingly. This becomes even more relevant in care
settings where the users reside only temporarily, e.g., hospitals.
3. Related Work
The organic computing paradigm has been proposed to cope with the increasing complexity of modern computer systems, particularly in the context of pervasive environments [24].
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The so-called Organic Computing Middleware introduces self-* features to reduce the effort
required to manage these distributed computing systems by making use of a Monitor-AnalysePlan-Execute (MAPE) cycle. Similar to our approach, the middleware reacts to dynamically
changing situations using a feedback cycle. However, in contrast to our approach, the middleware is not focused on self-explainability or the provision of usage instructions.
While the composition of general software modules and services for pervasive environments has been studied extensively [25–27], sometimes even with a focus on explaining
behaviour [28], the generated explanations are concerned with general system behaviour,
not focussing specifically on interaction capabilities. While these can be handled by existing
approaches, a clearer focus might improve the quality of the outcome of the composition,
the ease of use of the specification process, the efficiency of the system, or the understandability of the generated explanations.
Although being arguably one of the general features of future digital systems [9],
self-explainability is a topic that has been scarcely addressed in the field of pervasive
computing. Here, we present the most relevant research regarding self-explainability of
ambient applications.
Most research in the field of self-explainability of self-adaptive systems is focused
on explaining and reasoning why the system has reached its current state regarding the
adaptation process.
For instance, explanation capabilities have been addressed based on an explicit representation of history-awareness, allowing humans to reason about the impact that history
has on the decision process [29,30]. The authors present an architecture which can be used
to record temporal data that can be queried later to explain a system’s behaviour and
decision making. In this case, the term self-explainability is associated to the capability of a
system to answer questions about its past behaviour.
Recently, explainability capabilities of self-adaptive systems in the context of smart
environments have been addressed to help users understand the system’s behaviour and
be able to adequately react when needed [31]. To allow systems to explain why things
happen, the authors focus on learning causal models from experiments on the environment
as well as observational data.
The focus of the presented research lies in explaining the self-adaption of respective
systems. In contrast to our approach, this related work is not specifically targeting explanations regarding the human–computer interaction that includes steps users are required to
perform to solve specific tasks bringing them close to their current goal.
In a closely related work, Autexier and Drechsler motivated the need for self-explainability capabilities of intelligent environments with a focus on intelligent assistance
processes [10]. They argue that explanations or intrinsic behavioural intuitiveness of
assistance processes can improve their acceptance. This becomes particularly relevant
for intelligent systems that perform actions which are barely foreseeable and may not be
expected by the users.
The authors provided two examples from their own research. The first example addresses automatic driving assistants, such as automatic driving wheelchairs or walkers, that
communicate planned movements which are not clearly recognizable by other persons in the
room. The authors observed that users were irritated by the movement of these automatic
assistants. The second example are multiple smart assistances interacting together and, hence,
obscuring the cause of an action. Two processes illustrated are a night surveillance system
and a transportation assistance which control doors and lights. The reasons for system actions
(open or close doors and switch lights) may stay unclear to the users in some cases. Thus,
Autexier and Drechsler suggest the use of explanations for such systems.
Towards this end, they provide design criteria for self-explaining intelligent environments and distinguish between a user level of explanations (a level understandable by
non-technically skilled users) and a program level (a programming language or low level
specifications of the system behaviour). They further describe specification-defined explanations (reduced explanations containing only a specification relevant for certain actions)
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and architectural explanations (the modules relevant for an action). The authors argue that
partial models, grounded to a specific situation and able to provide an explanation, can be
sufficient but must be kept consistent to foster the user’s mental models of the system.
In a more recent work, Fey and Drechsler proposed a conceptual framework based
on aforementioned layers of explanations [32]. Explanations are modelled as cause–effect
relationships that can be combined transitively resulting in a cause–effect chain. They further
provide a technical solution for explanations on the functional level and discuss a case study
using a robot controller. Their approach requires designers to write additional code used
for the reasoning, causing additional cost. Thus, they argue that a designer may choose
to implement systems that are only partially self-explaining (e.g., explaining only the most
relevant parts) to reduce this cost while still providing self-explainability for critical parts.
While Autexier, Drechsler, and Fey aim at explaining the behaviour of digital systems
and intelligent environments to users as well as other persons (indirectly) involved online,
interactions between a user and the system play only a subordinate role in their work.
Conversely, we focus on describing ambient applications mainly from the interaction perspective, using interaction devices to control ambient applications or ambient applications
to control the ambiance (more or less) directly while decoupling input and output. Hence,
the description of physical interactions and the corresponding system behaviour becomes
more relevant. In contrast to our approach, the conceptual framework of Fey and Drechsler
does not provide a concrete description format for such actions as how to perform a certain
gesture or the steps required to perform a task.
To summarize, none of the related work presents a system that is capable of both automatically composing interaction devices, smart objects, and ambient applications which respect
users as well as expert specifications and further explaining the results of the composition to
the user, focussing on the interaction capabilities rather than general system behaviour.
4. A Description Language for Ambient Applications
When providing explanations of systems that are not self-explainable by design,
additional information is required, particularly covering different aspects of the interaction,
including how to perform certain actions and possibly complex system responses. Selfdescriptions of involved components can be used to provide this information. Additionally,
these descriptions may be used as a basis for system composition. In our previous work, we
introduced a human and machine-readable description language, called the Smart Object
Description Language (SODL), that is used to describe components of smart environments.
In order to present the extensions made to the Ambient Reflection framework that
enables it to support ambient applications, we first present modifications made to SODL,
whose descriptions the framework uses to form connections and generate explanations.
For a detailed introduction to the original language, as well as the framework in general,
refer to [20].
To gain an intuition, consider ambient applications as (virtual) output devices that
can also serve as (virtual) input devices used to control other systems. Due to the possible
complexity of arbitrary applications, we use the description language to describe only the
control of the applications and possible actions used to control further systems. We describe
the interfaces of an application respecting input and output and basic system behaviour,
such as selecting menu elements. This means that we consider ambient applications mostly
as black boxes and do not model the entire internal system logic, as modelling the overall
system behaviour for any possible application in a description language is neither expedient
nor useful in practice. However, describing the system behaviour on another level can
provide a useful addition to the description of controls and outputs in some cases and
should be considered as described by Fey and Drechsler (see also Section 7).
Figure 1 shows example descriptions and indicates connections specifying interactions
for a device and application ensemble that reflects the exemplary scenario (described in
Section 2). An ambient application that serves as an AAC aid can be controlled using
a gesture input device. Besides serving as a communication board, the application can
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be used to control smart lights. The descriptions for each device and the application
consist of three parts, a general part, state groups, and parts of the task analysis describing
input and output options, presented in the following sections. A complete version of the
descriptions is available online (http://www.ambient.uni-luebeck.de/sodl/sodl-apps/
sodl.html, accessed on 17 January 2022).
Device Description

Device Description

Device Description

State Groups

State Groups

State Groups

State Groups

Input Options

Output Options

Input Options

Output Options

Swipe
Left

Navigate
Left

Select Menu
Entry

Power
On/Off
Illuminate
Room

Input Device

Swipe
Right

Navigate
Right

…

…

Control

…

Brightness

…

Ambient Application

Output Device

Figure 1. Example descriptions of an input device, an ambient application, and an output device,
along with suitable connections. Descriptions consist of device or application details, state groups,
as well as input and output options, grouped by tasks. Connections are formed between input and
output options, specifying an interaction.

4.1. General Description Section
The device description section of the SODL is used to provide general information about
the device based on the product information. It contains information such as manufacturer,
model name, product dimensions, etc. The device can be classified according to its spatial
use (portable, stationary, or embedded) and the device type can be identified by an ID.
Furthermore, a serial number allows for a unique identification of a particular device.
Due to the focus on physical devices, the description did not cover virtual devices or
applications. Thus, we extended SODL to also respect virtual devices, particularly when it
comes to the spatial use. Thus, the device section becomes a general description section.
4.2. Components, States, and Capabilities
Devices are modelled with their components and respective states. For an easier
identification of the devices by the users, images of the device as well as its components
can be provided here. Components are distinguished by their type in terms of input
and output. A component providing input modalities will be described as an input
component. Analogously, components that provide output modalities are recorded as
output components.
Additionally, the SODL allows for modelling states of components in state groups (similar
to the power states of a lamp) which can contain both discrete (states) and continuous values
(states in range). To model interactions and the corresponding system response based on a
single state, states can be referenced by an ID. Furthermore, state groups can be addressed
(e.g., to toggle states, to transition in a sequence of states, or to address a value from a range).
Of particular relevance is the definition of medial output capabilities to indicate what
kind of media can be presented by the component (or device). These capabilities are
described using MIME types due to their widespread use for the indication of media types
in digital systems. They are used to identify the devices that are capable of presenting
manuals as well as tutorials to the users. With this information, Ambient Reflection can
decide, on which device(s) the manual will be presented to the user. Ideally, the presentation
is mentally and physically as close to the action as possible.
Components, states, and capabilities also apply for ambient applications, while components describe logical components of an application, such as a control component to
process inputs. States can be used to model internal states on a coarse level, similar to
the states of a navigational control. In principle, more detailed modelling is also possible,
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but it introduces additional complexity and is only partially supported by the Ambient
Reflection framework. Notably, ambient applications potentially provide richer medial
output capabilities, particularly when using a graphical interface.
4.3. Task Analysis
The task analysis section of the SODL is used to describe the interaction in greater
detail. It is based on two tools: the Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) [33] and the Virtual
Protocol Model (VPM) [34].
The HTA is based on a task decomposition, a recursive way to split tasks in smaller
subtasks until a subtask can be easily solved directly. Tasks are recorded in a tree-structure
and the execution order of these tasks is denoted as a plan.
The VPM describes the interaction between human and computer in seven stacked
layers. Real-world goals are described at the top layer, the goal layer. These goals can be
reached by performing tasks on a computer system (task layer) which consist of operations
and the used objects (semantic layer). The syntax layer describes the temporal and spatial
order of the input and output operations, whereas the lexical layer is used to depict the
smallest information-carrying unit of involved operations and objects. These units consist
of atomic commands denoted as Lexemes, which are also known as interaction primitives
(alphabetical layer). Finally, the bottom layer, the physical layer, is used to describe physical
actions required to communicate.
A decomposition in seven levels of details is also often applied in an HTA and we
have previously argued that these two tools can be combined to model interactions on
different levels of degrees [19]. While the HTA serves as the underlying structure, it is filled
with information about the interactions according to the VPM. Notably, the layer stack
can be split into two parts to decouple input and output. One possible way of doing this
is separating the description between the alphabetical layer and the lexical layer. While
interaction primitives (the smallest addressable element that has a meaningful relation
to the interaction itself [35]) are produced by input devices, output devices describe the
associated smallest information-carrying unit of involved operations and objects. When
mediating input and output devices, interaction primitives can be linked to these units to
control the output device and solve objectives.
The task analysis of the SODL begins with the goal layer, which contains a textual
description of the goal (e.g., illuminate the room). Any other layer is structured according
to the temporal order of execution of its elements (e.g., switch the power state to on,
then regulate the brightness). This includes the execution in a sequence or in parallel,
but also a choice between possible options on the respective layer. As such an order or
choice implicitly describes the syntax of the interaction, the syntactical layer is omitted.
While the involved output component and the system response (transition of states) is
described on the semantic layer (e.g., power state to on), the involved state group is
specified on the lexical layer (e.g., power state). The alphabetic layer carries information
on the corresponding input component as well as the respective state group and describes
the interaction primitive represented by primitive symbols leading to a state transition in
the state group (e.g., swipe left gesture). Finally, physical actions required to perform a
gesture, a voice command, etc. are described on the physical layer (e.g., move your hand
horizontally to the left).
As an ambient application is not necessarily directly connected to the physical world
(e.g., when used as a tool for AAC), in some cases, the exact goal, which describes a realworld concept connected to the world external to the computer, remains unknown to the
application. Thus, we allow the omission of the description of a real-world goal and to only
describe tasks in these cases (e.g., selecting an element from a menu).
An ambient application controlled by another device can itself be used to control
another output device. In this case, the provided input primitives of the application
are obviously produced virtually, and there is no description of physical actions for the
application. Instead, the physical actions are performed by interacting with the input device
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used to control the application and are described in the corresponding self-description.
Consequently, the physical layer can be omitted for these applications as well. Furthermore,
another input type apart from gesture, voice, and touch input is required to describe these
virtual inputs. Based on an analysis of typical applications and their user interface elements,
we introduced a new input type for virtual inputs that can be used to describe interaction
primitives on a virtual level, such as selecting a menu entry, pressing a button, moving
a slider, etc. The virtual input can further be linked to a specific control element in the
application using an ID. In case none of the given elements is considered suitable, it is
possible to describe a custom input type.
We further added the option to link graphical representations to the alphabetical and
the semantic layer that can be used to illustrate the input modality as well as the system
response. These representations can be used to provide more comprehensive descriptions
that also contain images, animations, or videos.
5. The Ensembling Problem
Our description language provides a detailed specification of ambient applications
and smart objects from high-level properties or associated tasks down to state groups containing their respective input and output options, thereby specifying possible connections
and enabling the formation of highly usable ensembles as well as their self-explanation.
However, choosing ensembles that appropriately address the needs of the user is not
always straightforward.
The intuitive approach is to have the users themselves choose the connections to be
realized for all the ensembles they are going to interact with in their environment. While
often adequate, it is not always desirable, as the process of choosing can be overwhelming
or tedious in certain situations. Further, the result can be unacceptable, as ideal adaptation
to the needs of the user of a pervasive environment can require considerations users
are not always able make on-the-fly, such as those related to safety or domain expert
knowledge. Furthermore, users are often unaware of the complete functionality of the
involved components. However, automatically suggesting suitable ensembles may present
a useful tool to assist the user in this process. In the remainder of this section, we define
the problem, address related challenges and constraints, present our approach, evaluate its
performance and discuss our results.
5.1. Problem Definition
We refer to the problem of suggesting suitable connections between smart objects and
applications as the ensembling problem. We thereby naturally extend the related smart object matching problem presented in our previous work, which considered only connections
between smart objects, not including ambient applications [21]. While matching mainly
focuses on maximizing the number of connections, ensembling is a more general problem
that focuses on the overall quality of the ensembles.
We consider the following challenge inherent to the problem: To correctly determine
the suitability and to form only appropriate ensembles, all connections for all combinations
of applications and smart objects in the environment would have to be evaluated. This,
however, presents two potentially difficult tasks. Firstly, the potentially large number of
possible connections can introduce high computational complexity. Secondly, sufficiently
considering safety or domain expert knowledge can require highly detailed information
about the user and the context, which can be difficult to obtain. Furthermore, such knowledge can be hard to specify and, particularly, to formalize in such a way that it can be used
by a computer.
The ensembling problem therefore takes on different forms depending on the concrete
types of context information that must be considered. Considering only specific types
of context information in specific scenarios may allow for the problem to be optimized
and reduced so it can be easily solved by specific algorithms. The general case however,
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depends on possibly arbitrarily complex constraints and criteria. Hence, it cannot be solved
efficiently and requires a best effort approach.
5.2. Challenges
Despite the difficulty of the ensembling problem for an arbitrary number of devices,
any reasonable algorithm should present an acceptable solution after an acceptable amount
of time.
Regarding the acceptable amount of time, we argue that the ensembling happens
rarely compared to an interaction with the formed ensembles and, thus, may take longer to
be solved. This means the strict real-time constraints for interactions (typically ranging from
a few up to a hundred milliseconds) do not apply to this problem. However, computation
should typically take, at most, a few minutes, likely even less for scenarios requiring
(re)ensembling very frequently (see Section 5.5). In general, for each scenario, different
stakeholders including developers, domain experts, administrators, providers (people that
provide users access to the ensembles), and users may formulate criteria. The actual devices
and some of these criteria may only be known shortly before the usage of the final ensemble.
Therefore, the ensembling problem cannot be solved beforehand. Typically, depending
on the scenario, either the users or the providers rate the algorithm’s responsiveness. To
obtain precise constraints on the acceptable amount of time, the specific usage scenario has
to be evaluated.
The meaning of the acceptability of the solution obviously depends on the validity of
the specified constraints and criteria, including preferences of the user. This is influenced
by how well knowledge and preferences can be and actually are formalized, which is
reflected by the correlation of the assigned numerical values of the criteria and the perceived
goodness of a solution. As is typical in best-effort approaches, solutions are approximated
and their acceptability also depends on the numerical difference to the optimal solution.
However, acceptable solutions have to respect certain basic constraints. For instance, at
least the basic output functions of the devices intended to be controlled must be part of
the solution (e.g., switching lights on and off), meaning that there must be a full coverage
among mandatory device functions.
5.3. Approach
We previously approached the smart object matching problem based on an algorithm
that determines connections between devices. It primarily focuses on finding as many
connections as possible (it solves a matching problem) and only takes other criteria into
account afterwards. We found this to be unsatisfactory in many scenarios where other
criteria are more relevant. Thus, to tackle the ensembling problem, we extend our approach
to the smart object matching problem to also work for ambient applications and to allow
for more flexibility by taking further aspects into account.
We realized an algorithm that determines a set of connections between smart objects
given a set of value functions that each assign a value to the set of connections, each
representing a quality criterion. The algorithm is further able to exclude unacceptable
solutions via filters representing constraints.
The criteria associated with each value function can be related to very different aspects of
ensembles in the environment, ranging from construction details of the devices over usability
aspects to expert knowledge. Value functions can be implemented by matching certain value
ranges, giving priorities to certain tasks, preferring certain device pairings, etc.
The constraints associated with each filter can exclude solutions due to several different
concerns, ranging from safety concerns to provider and user preferences. Filters can be
implemented by specifying specific devices or connections to be excluded.
Value functions and filters can be exchanged between runs of the algorithm and
the importance of value functions to the solution relative to one another are specified as
numerical weights, enabling adjustment to different scenarios.
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During each run, the algorithm has to find one of the solutions with the highest numerical
value as calculated by the weighted value functions, which also are not excluded by any
filter. It does so by first determining all possible connections, then excluding any connections
specified by the given filters. Any combination of remaining connections then represents a
possible solution and can be evaluated by the combination of weighted value functions.
The number of solutions grows exponentially with the number of possible connections,
as each connection can either be part of the ensembles to be realized or not. Thus, a naive
brute-force algorithm would take infeasibly long to search through all possible solutions for
large numbers of connections. While an algorithmic optimization is conceivable for specific
scenarios with fixed value functions, this does not apply to the general case. Given certain
combinations of value functions, it is even possible to create very hard to impossible problems.
In order to not depend on specific value functions, but rather tackle the general case,
we refrain from employing specific optimization techniques, which could easily be rendered
useless in other scenarios using other value functions. Typically, such general problems are
tackled by general algorithmic approaches, be they nature-analogous algorithms such as
genetic algorithms and neural networks, or probabilistic algorithms [36].
In order to tackle the general ensembling problem and find an acceptable solution
in this exponential search space with changing constraints and criteria, we employ a
probabilistic brute-force algorithm as a best-effort approach. It samples pseudo-random
solutions one after the other for as long as it runs, evaluates them via the combination of
value functions and keeps the best one found.
At the core of any probabilistic algorithm lies a randomization scheme, which enables
it to sample solutions in parts of the search space that are far apart. While the total amount
of solutions searched through is similar to a non-probabilistic brute-force algorithm, this
random sampling is widely believed to find better solutions.
We realized the algorithm in Java using a configurable number of threads that sample
solutions concurrently beginning at different starting points. We chose a randomization
scheme where batches of threads are reset regularly and can earn additional runtime if
they find a solution in the vicinity of the sample that improves upon the best solution so
far relatively often. Each thread constructs a solution by processing the list of possible
connections and randomly selecting or ignoring the next possible connection based on
a fixed and individual probability given to the thread and pruning further connections
afterwards. Given this random solution, and beginning with the decision for or against the
last connection, the thread begins comparing the found solutions with solutions resulting
from the inverted decision. Assuming that the last decision was to include the connection,
the solution would be compared to a solution that would ignore the connection. When
there are connections left to be included or ignored, the thread constructs a new random
solution similar to the construction of the starting point but based on the given partial
solution. We expect this scheme to perform well when there are clusters of solutions with
similar quality, where we believe it is beneficial to continue searching within a cluster
until improvements become seldom and to move on to new clusters regularly. However,
other randomization schemes, and even other general approaches to the problem, are
conceivable. Their respective performance is influenced by the specific scenario and
associated constraints and criteria, yet none of them can be expected to perform best in all
scenarios.
5.4. Evaluation
While a plethora of constraints and criteria are conceivable, we evaluated the following
which we believe to be general, and therefore applicable in various scenarios (for a formal
description, see [21]). Obviously, this list is not complete and, depending on the scenario,
different criteria or constraints may be important.
•
Unambiguousness: An input action should be unambiguously connected to a device
function. The input should not be connected to multiple device functions, nor should
a device function be controlled by multiple different input actions. This constraint is
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•

•

•

•

•

realized by a filter that only allows one connection per lexeme (element on the lexical
layer) or symbol (element on the alphabetic layer).
Grouping: As previously described, interaction tasks can be grouped into goals. They
reflect a combination of tasks and their associated actions required to reach a goal in
the physical space. This constraint is realized by a filter that only allows solutions
where goals can be reached entirely or are not addressed at all.
Conformity: Input actions and device functions can each be described by discrete
and continuous states. How well their numeric representation suits one another
is an important consideration when connecting them. This criterion is realized by
considering the difference between the sizes of the states.
Distance: The physical distance between connected devices influences the usability
of an ensemble. Controlling device functions in other rooms or out of sight may
obstruct the interaction. This criterion is realized by calculating the distance based on
a hierarchical positioning schema.
Coverage: The understanding of the steering of a device ensemble may be negatively
impacted when a large variety of interaction devices has to be used to control a single
output device or application. Smart objects should therefore be controlled by a small
number of interaction devices. This criterion is realized by calculating the amount of
input devices per output.
Consistency: User experience with existing ensembles should be respected in future
ensembles. Previously existing connections between input actions and device functions should therefore be more likely to reoccur. This criterion is realized by preferring
solutions containing more already-known connections.

In order to evaluate the probabilistic brute-force algorithm, we utilised Java and
constructed two separate JUnit tests to measure its performance in terms of solution
goodness and runtime. We implemented the described criteria and weighted them equally.
We multiply the value of each criterion to calculate the overall goodness of a solution. In
doing so, we filter solutions where a single criterion returns a value of 0. We generated
virtual smart objects and virtual ambient applications randomly for each pass and repetition
based on fixed parameters. This random generation simulates the heterogeneity of devices
and applications conceivable in pervasive environments. The evaluation was conducted
on an Ubuntu 18.04 system with a four-core Intel Core i7-7700HQ @ 2.8 GHz and 16 GB
DDR4 SDRAM @ 2400 MHz. In each pass, results were logged for further analysis. Each
test was performed with the same number of input devices, output devices, and ambient
applications. Input and output devices each consisted of up to three components. Ambient
applications consisted of up to two input and up to two output components. Each device
and application was generated with a random number of state groups (up to five) per
component which either consisted of a random number of states (also up to five) for discrete
states or a random value range within the bounds of 0 to 100. Furthermore, each generated
device or application was assigned a random position in a fixed floor plan. The evaluation
data is available online (http://www.ambient.uni-luebeck.de/sodl/sodl-apps/sodl.html,
accessed on 17 January 2022).
To measure the performance of our algorithm in terms of the goodness of found
solutions, we gradually increased the device and application number for each pass (see
Figure 2). Note that, typically, no solution can be found for a small number of devices
and applications due to incompatible state groups. While it can be observed that the
probabilistic brute force algorithm searches through the entire search space for a small
number of devices and applications and therefore finds the optimal solution in these
cases, the found solutions diverge increasingly from the optimum for larger numbers.
The best solutions are found for about 10 to about 30 devices and applications. However,
the algorithm is able to find acceptable solutions even for a large amount of devices and
applications. In addition, solutions for the evaluated number of devices exceed a goodness
of 0.05 on average.
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Due to the exponentially increasing search space, any brute force algorithm could
spend almost arbitrary amounts of time searching for solutions. In order to investigate
when our algorithm finds acceptable or even good solutions, we measured the average
goodness of the solutions found each second while running the algorithm for specific
amounts of devices and applications (see Figure 3). The average goodness of the best
solution found by our algorithm rapidly increased within the first 15 to 30 s. Afterwards,
the goodness increased only gradually. While acceptable solutions were found after about
15 s, the algorithm found good solutions (with respect to the best solution found after about
two minutes and even later) after about 30 s. Given this behaviour, we argue that longer
runtimes for the algorithm do not provide enough benefit to justify their cost.
0.3
10 Repetitions
100 Repetitions

Average Goodness

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
0

10

20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
Number of Devices and Applications

Figure 2. Evaluation results for an increasing number of devices and applications measured on the
test system.

5.5. Discussion
In summary, our algorithm meets the requirement of finding solutions within minutes
at most. While the average goodness declines with an increasing number of devices and
applications, our algorithm is still able to produce solutions of the ensembling problem
which seem to asymptotically approximate a positive lower bound. We therefore argue that
the algorithm meets the requirement of finding acceptable solutions within an acceptable
amount of time, even for scenarios that involve a large number of possible ensembles.
However, the found solutions may be unsatisfactory in some cases. In these cases,
additional or more adequate constraints and criteria must be selected to ensure a high
quality of the found solutions. These constraints and criteria should be validated to
analyse whether the goodness of a solution actually corresponds to a higher acceptance
and usability. In addition, with fixed constraints and criteria, an optimized algorithm may
be constructed that results in a better performance in terms of both runtime and goodness
(possibly even up to optimality). This makes our approach applicable to more scenarios
than our previous one for the similar smart object matching problem which focuses on
finding as many connections as possible.
While appropriate for many scenarios, the runtime of the algorithm may pose a
problem in situations where ensembling is required regularly. For instance, frequent
ensembling will likely be required in public spaces where many users interact with the
pervasive environment even bringing their own devices. In these cases, further measures
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can be taken to decrease the runtime while still ensuring a minimal goodness. For instance,
instead of computing solutions for all ensembles, an iterative approach may take only the
most relevant device functions into account and may incrementally improve upon current
ensembles. One way of doing so is to search for connections for mandatory goals first and
improve the ensembles in further steps later.
0.2
15 Devices and Applications
30 Devices and Applications
60 Devices and Applications
90 Devices and Applications

0.18

Average Goodness

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60 70
Time [s]

80

90 100 110 120

Figure 3. Evaluation results over time for fixed numbers of devices and applications measured on
the test system.

6. A Framework for Self-Reflecting Pervasive Environments
In order to provide a framework that allows for self-organizing and self-reflecting
pervasive environments based on general ensembles, we developed a system that integrates the aforementioned description language and the proposed approach to the general
ensembling problem.
A self-description of ensembles of dynamically connected smart objects and ambient
applications can be realized by a system that uses the aforementioned description language
for ambient applications and can merge them into an overall description. The Ambient
Reflection framework [17] is able to provide such self-descriptions for dynamically coupled
device ensembles based on the SODL. Furthermore, the framework is self-organizing by
being able to automatically create, restore, and sever device connections and to also replace
(parts of) device ensembles to maintain the users’ ability to solve their tasks. We extended
this to reflect our changes in the SODL and to make it work with ambient applications.
This also includes additional requirements that need to be respected.
In essence, the framework consists of two components: devices that make use of the
device library, an easy way to integrate devices into the framework, and the description
mediator which is used to connect devices based on their functionality, to generate merged
descriptions, and to inform the involved devices about both. We provided an additional
way to integrate devices or applications in the framework by providing the Virtual Device
Daemon (VDD) and corresponding APIs (see Figure 4).
The underlying concept of Ambient Reflection is protocol-agnostic. The reference
implementation of Ambient Reflection is realized in Java and provides communication
interfaces for the two protocols Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) and Universal
Plug and Play (UPnP).
The remainder of this section specifies the components of the framework.
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Figure 4. Example connections as realized by several components of the framework: Input and
output devices use the Smart Object Library in order to forward their input and output to connected
devices and ambient applications. Ambient applications running in the browser employ the Virtual
Device Daemon via the Javascript API to do the same. Both devices and applications also provide a
self-description to the description mediator, which establishes the connections in the first place. When
discovered (1), the description mediator requests for the respective self-descriptions (2). Based on the
collected information, the description mediator performs the ensembling and generates instructions
(3). The mediator ultimately sends the connection information to the involved components (4) and
rendered instructions to components capable of presenting it (5).

6.1. Description Mediator
Both protocols (DPWS and UPnP) provide a discovery process where new devices are
discovered in the network and actions can be executed afterwards. This feature is used by
Ambient Reflection to query device descriptions based on SODL from the devices. Based
on the self-descriptions, interaction primitives and output operations are identified and
possible connections are collected. Appropriate inputs and outputs can then be mediated.
This can be achieved automatically by using our previously presented algorithm for the
ensembling problem (see Section 5). Additionally, a mediation can be specified by a
direct configuration of whole ensembles, parts of ensembles, or excluding devices and
applications. These configurations can be recorded, for example, in the input or output
devices, or by directly configuring the mediation. An overall description of the system
can ultimately be created based on the respective device descriptions by merging the
descriptions into the overall description (all devices, as well as their respective components,
are listed and the complete task analysis consisting of all present layers is assembled).
Ambient Reflection can then deliver these merged descriptions to devices capable of
displaying the description.
To realize all these features, the so-called description mediator, a component for
the mediation, is used (see Figure 5). We integrated the aforementioned changes to the
SODL in the description mediator and its mediation process so it is also able to connect
ambient applications. Furthermore, we implemented the ensembling algorithm with the
presented constraints and criteria and integrated it into the description mediator as well.
Consequently, our framework is able to connect devices and applications automatically
based upon it. Additionally, we developed a REST interface that can be used to specify
configurations for the mediation. Hence, our framework is also capable of controlled
self-organization.
The description mediator consists of a communication interface for both protocols, DPWS
and UPnP, and an event bus to exchange messages between the mediator’s components.
After a discovery of devices or applications, the respective meta-information is cached in
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the Smart Object Information Collector. Additionally, self-descriptions are retrieved and
stored there as well. Possible connections are determined in the Fusion Runner and the
ensembling is performed by the so-called Matcher which accesses the Fusion Knowledge
Base for information about previous solutions and the current connection state. Based on
the found solution of the ensembling problem, as well as the respective self-descriptions, an
overall description is generated by the device information merger. This description can be
rendered for presentation using different rendering engines (see Instruction Factory). Finally,
the connection information is delivered via the Connection Handler and the instructions are
sent via the Delivery Coordinator. For further explanations, see [19].

Communication Interface
Event Bus
Smart Object
Information Collector
Monitor
Analyse

Connection Handler

Device Information Merger
Fusion Runner

Matcher

Delivery Coordinator

Execute
Instruction Factory
(Rendering Engines)
Plan

Fusion Knowledge
Base
Figure 5. Overview of the description mediator’s components.

Figure 6 depicts a small part of the connected inputs and outputs of the example
illustrated in Figure 1 (swiping triggers the navigation and selecting the menu entry Switch
Lights switches the lights) as well as conceivable corresponding descriptions on two levels
(cause–effect and physical steps).

Swipe
Left

Navigate
Left

Use the gesture controller
to select an element from
the menu. To
navigate left in the menu,
use the swipe left
gesture.

Select Menu
Entry

Power
On/Off

The ambient application
controls the power of the
lamp. To switch
the lights, select the menu
element "Switch Lights".

Position yourself in front
of the sensor. To swipe
left, move your hand horizontally to
the left in a steady motion.
Figure 6. A conceivable manual that describes how to control a dynamically coupled ensemble
consisting of an ambient application that can be used to switch lights using a gesture controller as an
input device.
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Furthermore, we created an HTML rendering engine that respects ambient applications
and includes graphical representations. The engine generates static HTML pages that depict
how to use the respective interaction technique as well as the system response. The page
can be provided by a webserver and presented in a browser. Graphical representations
now enrich these tutorials to make the required actions as well as the corresponding system
responses easily understandable. Future manuals or tutorial systems can also use the
graphical representations to include images, animations, or videos.
6.2. Smart Object Library
The Smart Object Library is a programming interface that can be used to integrate
devices into the framework. It is responsible for all network communication required by
the framework and is based on an event bus used to process invocations. To create a smart
object, the Smart Object Factory, following the factory pattern, can be used. Firstly, the
self-description of the smart object is parsed into a data structure that is derived from the
SODL using JAXB.
We extended the device library to also process and easily integrate ambient applications in the framework. This includes parsing the description language for ambient
applications using JAXB.
While the previous Ambient Reflection framework is only used to exchange messages
relating to the interaction, the connection configurations, and the self-descriptions at the
various levels, introducing ambient apps to the framework causes additional messages for
information unrelated to the relevant interaction. For example, the battery state of wearable
input devices can be presented in a graphical interface of an ambient application. Hence,
we extended the framework to provide an additional information channel for miscellaneous
messages by implementing an additional service. Smart objects register to this service and
propagate messages from members of the device and application ensemble to the library.
Developers can provide a schema for their messages which can be used to validate incoming
messages and finally parse and process the content. For instance, a schema for battery state
messages can be used for many devices communicating their battery level to an application.
The application may parse those messages and present the state in its interface.
6.3. Virtual Device Daemon and API
In principle, the Smart Object Library can also be used to integrate ambient applications
into the framework. To do so, applications have to be implemented in Java and linked to the
library. In many cases, however, this is not practical, as applications are usually implemented
using other programming languages. In recent years, JavaScript-based applications have been
used outside the browser more frequently (e.g., using electron or other tools). Therefore, an
interface to the framework, which can be addressed by any other programming language and
in particular also from the web browser, can present a great benefit to application developers.
Thus, we realized such an interface, called the Virtual Device Daemon (VDD). It is a process
that runs in the background and connects to the framework. When executed, the daemon
creates a smart object in the sense of the framework based on a provided configuration. Thus,
this object is treated by the framework in the same way as any other smart object. It can
represent an input or output device, but also an ambient application. All communication with
the daemon is routed through web sockets. Therefore, the daemon forms a bridge between
the framework and web sockets. As a result, an ambient application or another smart device
can be realized by connecting to the daemon.
The Virtual Device API is a collection of different libraries that currently support the
programming languages JavaScript, Python, and C#. We have used the libraries for Python
and C# primarily for various input devices, while we used the JavaScript API mainly to
implement ambient applications. As the framework is based on standardized messages,
and those messages are forwarded also based on a standard, the API is easily extensible.
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7. Discussion
Our framework can be used to implement a wide range of self-explaining applications
controlled by and also controlling dynamically coupled smart objects in assistive environments. For instance, the system can be used to realize the high-tech AAC aid described in
our exemplary scenario (see Section 2). By using the framework, an ambient application
that supports communication, as well as controlling the ambiance by making use of various
smart objects, can be controlled by a list of input devices. The device and application
ensemble can be tailored to the user’s needs, abilities, and preferences. Instructions of how
to use the devices to control the application and how to control devices in the ambiance can
be generated by the framework. We provided descriptions for these devices and connected
them using our framework. Instructions of the usage were generated by the described
HTML rendering engine. A screenshot of a part of these instructions presented in a web
browser is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. A screenshot of rendered instructions generated by the framework for a gesture device
used to control an AAC aid application.

We further used our framework to realize the system in the previously mentioned
research project ACTIVATE [37]. By describing input and output devices as well as the
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application used to support the patient communication, instructions and even interactive
tutorials can be generated based on our framework.
Interactive tutorials can be generated, as already previously described [18], but should
be adapted to the specifics of ambient applications to ensure high usability. Furthermore,
additional information becomes relevant, such as the concrete menu navigation, which can
be better addressed through tailored tutorials.
A general description of likely complex application logic using a formal language
is, in many cases, neither suitable nor useful; a description of the interactions and their
basic resulting actions is often sufficient. Such explanations can be implemented easily at
little cost. However, when it comes to systems whose behaviour is not easily foreseeable
or expectable, providing more sophisticated explanations should be considered. Though
being more expensive, the cost can be reduced by explaining only parts of the system.
Particularly for applications that realize basic cause–effect logic, formal descriptions can be
implemented with reasonable effort and provide a useful guidance for users of respective
applications. Hence, explaining the general system’s behaviour should also be considered
in certain cases.
While the ensembling functionality of our framework allows it to adapt to the current
situation and to minimize configuration overhead, an automatic connection of devices and
applications may not always be desirable. On one hand, this targets the question of whether
human or machine should be in control and its related implications. On the other hand,
there are situations where it is difficult to adequately formulate constraints and criteria that
can be used to reliably find viable solutions. This can be attributed to the fact that expert
knowledge cannot always be easily formalized accurately by numerical representations;
these representations may not provide enough confidence or would be overly complex. For
instance, in hospital settings, patients must not be able to control devices or applications of
other patients. This constraint can only hardly be realized and thus, semi-automatically
forming ensembles by manually choosing the components to connect may pose a pragmatic
solution instead. Therefore, automatically connected ensembles can only be suitable in
scenarios where constraints and criteria can be adequately formulated with reasonable
effort and solutions are accepted by the user without requiring further configuration.
Even in other scenarios, however, the capability of our algorithm to find solutions to the
ensembling problem may still provide a benefit by reducing the effort required to search for
solutions, which could be realized by suggesting several of the best configurations found
to the user or provider to choose from. Nevertheless, to fully answer the second part of
our second research question of which scenarios automatically connected ensembles are
suitable in, further research analysing concrete scenarios is required.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a framework to realize self-explainability in pervasive
environments, including smart objects as well as ambient applications (applications that
are used within smart environments). The framework is based on an extension of the
Smart Object Description Language (SODL) to support ambient applications. By using
this system, smart objects and applications can be connected dynamically to control each
other. Furthermore, usage instructions can be generated for these interconnected device
and application ensembles. This includes interaction techniques, controls of applications
and output devices. For more sophisticated ambient applications, a messaging channel
for information unrelated to the interaction, such as battery states, was introduced. This
allows applications to present more detailed information about the device and application
ensemble as well as to provide further information to the devices. Overall, the presented
concept of our system answers our first research question, how explainability capabilities
concerning the interaction can be added to systems that are not self-explainable by design,
as well as the first part of our second question of how ensembles can be put together.
In the course of realizing the framework, we also addressed the ensembling problem
and presented an algorithm capable of finding suitable connections between smart objects
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and ambient applications, enabling our framework to automatically form ensembles. This
answers our third research question of whether an algorithm can be formulated that
determines an acceptable solution for connecting (any set of) components in an acceptable
amount of time. We also discussed the related second part of the second question, namely, in
which scenarios automatically connected ensembles are suitable, based upon our evaluation
of the algorithm. In the course of this discussion, we emphasized the importance of
formulating adequate ensembling criteria and constraints to the quality of the resulting
ensembles. Given our approach, it is now possible to easily integrate formulated criteria
reflecting user and expert preferences that may even rely on input from sensors present
in the pervasive environment. We also emphasized the need for further research to gain a
deeper understanding regarding this research question.
In conclusion, our framework can be used to realize self-explaining and self-organizing
smart interaction spaces consisting of smart objects as well as an ambient application for
various scenarios with minimal effort. Users may connect compatible devices easily and
benefit from the automatic connection process resulting in usable off-the-shelf ensembles
and detailed usage instructions. Even future smart objects or applications yet to be developed could simply be connected in a plug-and-play manner. Developers, in turn, may
easily realize novel self-describing applications or smart objects using the smart object
library as well as the virtual device daemon and its API. They can also develop entire smart
interaction spaces based on our framework without worrying about interoperability and
compatibility of future components. Hence, we argue that our framework may present a
useful tool for developers and users of future smart environments.
9. Future Work
In the following, we describe several plans for future work. An evaluation of the
framework that goes beyond a strictly technical analysis is always bound to particular
applications and devices. Thus, we plan to evaluate the framework and particularly the
generated instructions in different concrete scenarios with suitable ensembles tailored to
the target group’s needs. In doing so, we plan to investigate the usability of particular
instructions but also hope to gather insights on the effectiveness of the overall framework.
We are also working on the provision of multimodal interactive tutorials for ambient
applications that can be used to guide a user step-by-step through the use of an application
and device ensemble, similar to the tutorials described by Burmeister and Schrader [18].
We further plan to integrate the graphical representations of interaction techniques and
the corresponding system response to provide more elaborate tutorials using images,
animations, and videos.
Such graphical representations may also cover motion capture data that preserve physical
actions required to provide inputs (e.g., gestures or choreographies) that could be used to
animate the required actions in a tutorial. Towards this end, using a formal motion description
language to describe the required physical actions could further enhance self-descriptions
and tutorials. That way, descriptions would stay both human- and machine-readable, while
allowing tutorials to generate detailed animations of the expected user’s actions.
Additionally, we are planning to develop and test several ambient applications we
consider useful, some of which even push the boundaries of our definition of ambient
application. A first, very special example is an ambient application to deliver the generated instructions for all ensembles in the environment, showing what is possible in the
environment. Having an app for this purpose enables the user to configure the ensembles,
for instance deciding which output devices to provide explanations to and which to use
in the ensembles themselves. A second app is an ambient app store with functionality
similar to mobile app stores, enabling users to download new apps and manage the set of
those currently active. A third app is an ambient space design studio, enabling users or
providers to configure the connections to be realized in the environment comparable to the
approach of Goumopoulos and Mavrommati [38]. They can do so manually or by choosing
from suggestions given by our algorithm and even configuring the criteria and constraints
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for the algorithm that the suggestions are based on. This, in conjunction with the variety
of criteria and constraints able to be formulated within our framework, may allow for
even better adaptation to the scenario. We are also investigating further universally useful
system apps, even inspired by traditional operating systems.
A further category of non-standard ambient applications we are investigating are
device-enhancing apps. These apps are not controlled as other apps are, but rather represent a software component, that enables new functionality when used in conjunction with
existing devices in an ensemble. Examples are providing gesture recognition for simple cameras, text-to-speech for simple speakers, or timer functionality to simple remote-controlled
light bulbs. For many of these apps, we are currently investigating their explainability, as
they can be used to provide rather complex interactions.
Other application scenarios in pervasive environments are also conceivable. Our
framework can be used to provide self-explainability, manuals, or tutorials for interaction
in dynamically changing settings in smart homes, smart offices, smart hospitals, or other
smart spaces.
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